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New Health and Science Center opening
Will Drewing
Reporter

Sinclair’s new Health and
Science Center is nearing
completion and the walkways to Building 14 are now
open. The $31.5 million renovation is wrapping up this
fall, opening classrooms,
labs and more resources to
Sinclair students enrolled in
any of the 49 Health Sciences degree and certificate
programs.
The project was financed
by using various funds that
were allocated by the state

as well as saved by the college. Community partners
also raised funds for the
center.
Another instrumental part
of funding the center was
the levy passed in November
2015. A promise of the levy
was that the funds would be
used for the construction of
the center. It provided $16
million for investment in the
project. This would avoid
creating debt and quicken
the construction process.
Bridges to and from Building 14 were closed in May
of 2016, eliminating one of
two sheltered pathways from
campus to the parking garage. These bridges are now
open to foot traffic, making
the journey to class more
convenient.
The renovation added
59,000 square feet to the
existing building 14, making
its total size 141,000 square
feet. This nearly doubles its
size.

Classrooms are marked
with room numbers and
designated as clinics, lecture
halls and simulation labs.
The carpeted halls on the
third floor project the feeling
of a real doctor’s office and
many of the classrooms have
hospital beds or dentist’s

chairs in them. Alongside
classrooms are numerous
simulation labs.
Classrooms are individually designated for programs
such as radiology, mammography, dental tech, surgical
tech and respiratory care. A
stated goal of Sinclair’s is to

Matt Hall | Clarion Staff

increase collaboration across
all fields in health science.
Health science programs
that used to be taught in 10
buildings across campus
are now being consolidated
under the one roof of Building 14.
Sinclair graduates from
Continued on page 5
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President Johnson gives speech at Fall Conference
Henry Wolski
Executive Editor

Last Thursday, Sinclair’s
administration held a conference with faculty members
to celebrate Sinclair’s past
achievements while looking
forward to what the innovations and expectations of the
future hold for the college.
The conference was led by
President Steven Johnson.
He began by referencing
the beginnings of Sinclair
College in 1887 and how
T H E

O FF I C I A L

it was originally a division
of the YMCA that has now
grown into a college with
a graduating class large
enough to fill UD Arena for
commencement. Pictures
were shown to express the
difference of the college
throughout the years.
Dayton Mayor Nan Whaley was invited to speak on
the stage and talked about
the impact Sinclair has on
the Dayton area.
“I brag about Sinclair
wherever I go… It is the

S T U DE N T

best community college in
the country, and I’m happy
that this asset is right here in
Dayton,” Whaley said.
Whaley and other guests
of honor to the meeting were
presented with Sinclair umbrellas and sweatshirts.
Johnson then congratulated the 512 new hires at
sinclair and paid tribute to
some of the longest serving
faculty members.
The next speaker was the
chairperson of Sinclair’s
board of trustees, Rob Con-

N E WS PA PE R

S I N C L A I R

nelly. He is a significant part
of the planning for most of
Sinclair’s big projects, namely the Health and Science
center.
His address thanked the
staff and faculty for their
work, and he described the
impact Sinclair has had on
the Dayton community. He
closed his portion by challenging the staff to work
harder to help the community. His goal is to create a 50
percent increase in degrees
earned since the last five
C O M M U N I T Y

years, as well as having enrollment match community.
Wright State University’s new president Cheryl
Schrader took the stage next,
and talked about the warm
welcome she received from
the Sinclair community and
how excited she is to foster a
relationship between the two
institutions. She noted that
one in three Sinclair students transfer to WSU.
Following this, Johnson
spoke on upcoming developments for the college. These

C O L L EG E

Continued on page 5
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Controversy in Charlottesville

Vice News | YouTube

Henry Wolski

Executive Editor

Confederate Monuments
are coming down across the
country in response to the
demonstrations that turned
violent in Charlottesville
on August 12. The timing
and phrasing of President
Donald J. Trump’s remarks
also caused controversy
throughout the country.
That day, white nationalist
groups participated in a
“Unite the Right” rally in
protest against the planned
removal of a General
Robert E. Lee statue at
Emancipation Park. The
night before, groups marched
on the University of Virginia
shouting Nazi slogans and
carrying torches.
There were also groups
of counter protesters who
obtained permits for several
nearby locations. Antifa was
among the groups, which is
short for anti-fascist.
One of the group’s
missions was to drown
out and confront the other
groups, while carrying
signs and shouting their
own beliefs. Tensions rose
between the two groups as
the day went on.
At approximately 1:45 p.m.
a truck driven by one of the
white nationalists ran into
Antifa members as well as
hitting a parked car, causing
19 injuries and killing
Heather Heyer. Heyer was
a 32-year-old paralegal who
was a strong advocate for
equality and justice.
James Fields is the
suspected driver of the
vehicle. Fields is an alleged
member of Vanguard

America although the
organization denied any
connection to Fields.
Fields is believed to hold
white supremacist beliefs
according to Derek Weimer,
Field’s high school history
teacher.
Two state troopers were
also killed that day,
Lt. H. Jay Cullen
and Trooper Berke
M. M. Bates. They
were in a helicopter
monitoring the
events when it fell
and burst into flames.
The driver of truck
is from Maumee
Ohio, a city close to
Toledo. After hitting
the protestors, Fields
fled the scene but
was later arrested
and charged with
second-degree
murder, three counts
of malicious
wounding, and one
count of hit-andrun without bail.
Later on August
12, President
Trump’s made
this statement on
Twitter.
“We ALL
must be united
& condemn all
that hate stands
for. There is no
place for this
kind of violence
in America. Lets
come together as
one!”
Members of
the news media
criticized Trump’s
comments as not
being critical
enough of the Neo-

Nazi group, because they
were never mentioned by
name.
His statement and timing
may also have alienated
many business leaders, as
the CEOs of Intel and Under
Armour stepped down
from presidential advisory

councils.
Kenneth C. Frazier,
the head of Merck
Pharmaceuticals was the
first to leave the council on
the fourteenth. By the next
day six business leaders had
left the council.
Also on the fourteenth,
Walmart CEO Douglas
McMillon sent employees a
memo criticizing Trump’s
statements.
“As we watched the
events and the response
from President Trump over
the weekend, we too felt
that he missed a critical
opportunity to help bring
our country together by
unequivalently rejecting the
appalling actions of white
supremacists,” the address
read.
The next day, Trump
gave his thoughts on these

business leaders at a news
conference at Trump Tower,
saying that they weren’t
taking their jobs seriously
and were leaving out of
embarrassment.
Trump then doubled down
on the fifteenth and blamed
both sides for the violence
that occurred.
“You had a group on one
side that was bad,” Trump
said. “You had a group on
the other side that was very
violent. Nobody wants to say
that. I’ll say it right now.”
The reverberations
of the violence are still
present with Twitter users
identifying protestors and
more polarizing comments
being made by Trump.
A GoFundMe page was
created for the family of
Heyer, raising a total of
$224,870.

Vice News | YouTube

Vice News | YouTube
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Dayton Metro Library receives an update

Andrew Sipos | Sinclair Clarion Photographer

Will Drewing
Reporter

The Dayton Metro Library
opened its new Main library
on August 5. The new 224,ooo
square foot library on 215
E. Third St. offers over 20
spaces that each accommodate
a unique experience and
opportunity.
Dayton’s new Main Library
provides over 130 computers
with 1000 mb/s internet access,
Green Screen rooms with audio/
video recording and editing
equipment and LAUNCH
point business and workforce
development resources among
over 20 new and innovative
public resources.

The new library includes
creative spaces such as
The Bassani Theater Off
Third, TeenEDGE and The
Eichelberger Forum. The 6,000
square foot Eichelberger Forum
is a 299 capacity show space
complete with advanced sound
and lighting equipment and
flexible arrangement options.
Main library is child friendly
with hands-on learning space,

Andrew Sipos | Sinclair Clarion Photographer

Andrew Sipos | Sinclair Clarion Photographer

an enclosed out-doors children’s
terrace and dedicated space
not only for children but
also tweens and teens. The
TeenEDGE facility provides
reading, computer use and
gaming areas and is placed next
to a Green-Screen room and
study areas.
The first floor includes new
Opportunity spaces which are
meant for activities, exhibits
and collaborations and are
available to residents for

extended use, typically three
weeks to three months. Spaces
include the 2,100 square foot at
the St.Clair venue and the 1,840
square foot theater-style at the
Patterson location.
Six original art pieces are
installed within the library to
accompany the natural light
within the three-story Atrium.
The pieces are procured by
a partnership with the Dayton
Art Institute. The new library
experience includes touchscreen

catalogs, self service checkout
and check-in and numerous
manned help-desks.
The Dayton-inspired
architecture of the new library
pays tribute to Dayton’s history,
rivers and bridges. The fivelevel building was built on
the existing 1962 Library’s
foundation. The two levels
previously meant for book and
document storage have been
converted to underground
parking space.

Chilesaurus generates scientific discussion
Erika Brandenburg
Reporter

In the year 2015, the
Chilesaurus was announced
to the world. In that time, it
was theropod, a term that
has been mostly referred
to as “the carnivorous
dinosaurs.” However, recent
discoveries in these past
few years have revealed
otherwise to paleontologists
that this group has a fair
amount of omnivores and
herbivores along for the ride.
The case of the
Chilesaurus is complex and
has perplexed scientists
for years in terms of how
to place it properly in the
family tree. Referred to as
an “enigmatic creature,”
the Chilesaurus managed
to have features that span
many different species of
dinosaurs.
It had flat teeth, a slender
neck, and and a beak.

Possible relatives, the
Tyrannosaurus rex and
velociraptor, had thick
necks and sharp teeth
for shredding prey. On the
other hand, the theropod
parts included air spaces
in its vertebrae as well as
stocky arms, although they
didn’t end in claws but in
short fingers.
The unusual build of
this dinosaur didn’t stop at
just those features either.
One of the earliest ways
that scientists were able to
differentiate theropods and
ornithischian was
by how their hips
looked. They were
either bird-hipped
(ornithischian) or lizardhipped (saurischians) with a
majority of theropods falling
into the latter group.
The Chilesaurus subverted
explanation again as an
examination of its pelvic
structure revealed that

and paleontologist Paul
Barrett determined what
the Chilesaurus was.
Along with others, they
suggested a “shake-up” of
the dinosaur family tree in
regards to their analyses
of a huge data set of fossil
dinosaur characteristics.
Within the data set
itself, they found that
more ornithischians had
appeared than any other
group they analyzed.
In conclusion of this
study, they determined
that theropods and
ornithischians were more
closely linked together than
previously believed.
Overall, the BarrettMatt Hall | Sinclair Clarion Graphic Designer
Baron pair came up with
a clearly defined answer
“it had a very ornithischianafter all of their research: the
like pelvis,” stated Matthew
Chilesaurus was most likely
Baron, a Ph.D student at the
a primitive orithischian.
University of Cambridge.
Martin Ezcurra, a
March 2017 brought
vertebrate paleontologist
on a sea of controversy
at the Argentine Natural
in terms of how Baron

Science Museum as well
as one of the authors on
the original paper about the
Chilesaurus disagreed with
this conclusion.
He called the test Barrett
and Baron ran “problematic”
as their analysis did not
include a species from the
original paper, namely that
of the tetanuran.
In the end, this is only the
beginning of the discussion
of the Chilesaurus.

T-Rex teeth (top), Chilesaurus teeth (bottom)
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Meet Our New Staff!

The Executive Editor
Henry Wolski

Executive Editor

Hello, my name is Henry
Wolski, a new editor at
The Clarion. I’ve been on
staff since last fall as a
reporter and am looking
forward to taking the next
step in my field.
I’m a Journalism and
Communications major
and I love to write. I’ve
been at Sinclair for about
2 years now. It took me a
while to figure out what
I actually wanted to do,
but I’ve found it now and
couldn’t be happier. One

of my big beliefs is that
everyone has their own
pace for academic success.
To me, Journalism
serves many purposes.
Some of them include
being informative and
giving the facts when they
aren’t readily available.
Sometimes it is the
watchdog of corruption
and should be used to
bring it to light. However,
opinion pieces and Arts
and Entertainment articles
serve a very important
purpose as fun, lighthearted things to pass the
time.
While I don’t know
nearly everything about
Journalism, I’m constantly

The Business Manager
Ebony Stroud

Business Manager

Hello, my name is Ebony.
I am currently pursuing an
associate’s degree in Liberal
Arts.
I began taking classes at
Sinclair in January of 2016.
Originally I chose business
admin as my major but after
taking macroeconomics I
reevaluated my life.
I am due to graduate in
the spring. I am a veteran;

I served four years in the
United States Navy. Working
at the Clarion has been a
pleasurable experience. I
started working at the Clarion
in March of 2017 as an
advertising representative.
When I began working at the
Clarion I didn’t have much
work experience. I joined
the military right after High
School so my only work
experience was serving four
years in the Navy. Working
at the Clarion is truly

amazing. This
job has opened a
couple doors for
me. Since working here I
have been able to establish
a couple relationships with
local business owners.
In April I contacted 3rd
Perk Coffeehouse & Wine
bar for an advertisement
opportunity and because of
that connection I now host
an Open Mic there. My
goal here at the Clarion is to
build more relationships with
the small shops of Dayton.
There are so many unique
and cool places to visit in

The Creative Director
Matt Hall

Creative Director

Hi! My name is Matt
Hall and I’m the new
creative director at the
Clarion! I’ve been a
working as a graphic
designer here since
May of this year. I’m
a second-year visual
communications major
and have a passion for
design.
I started classes at
Sinclair in August of
last year. I really love

the campus and all the
classes that I’ve taken
so far, especially my design
classes. The food here isn’t
half bad either!
Since I began my job
as a graphic designer for
the Clarion, I’ve definitely
learned a lot about design
and teamwork. I’m seriously
grateful for all of my coworkers and friends that I’ve
met so far as well. They’ve
been so supportive and have
some great ideas for the
Clarion’s future.
One of my favorite
memories I’ve made while at
the Clarion was the creation

working to improve my
craft, and this will get me
there. There will be tough
times and bumps in the
road, but it’s all part of the
experience and will only
help me get better.
My previous editors
have left behind a legacy
full of acclaim for The
Clarion, and I intend on
keeping the momentum
going by reporting on the
news going on in the world
today, but also putting
the focus on Sinclair
Community College,
showing how the events
and decisions made on
campus will affect the
student body. Like most
things, it’s all about

finding the perfect balance.
I’m looking forward
to being your editor and
embarking on a semester
full of creating fulfilling
news with my staff.

Dayton. However, I was
completely unaware
of that until I began
working in advertising
and marketing here at the
Clarion. I am definitely
looking forward to my
future at the Clarion
because thus far it has
extremely awesome.

of Clary, our official mascot.
He’s a little rolled up Clarion
newspaper with a cartoon
face. He’s adorable. I fondly
remember designing him
and making all his different
poses. He’s basically my
child.
As for the future of the
Clarion, I hope that we can
make many improvements
to the paper in the next
few months. We plan on
improving the website and
advertising especially. Plus,
we plan on making Clary’s
presence on campus much
more prevalent! So keep
an eye out for him. I will

continue to help out at the
Clarion as much as possible,
and hope to do a great job as
our new creative director!
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President Johnson gives speech at Fall Conference
Henry Wolski
Executive Editor
Continued From Front

include a new front door
placed at Building 10, creating friendly and welcoming
green spaces, as well as a
center for advanced manufacturing.
The floor was then given
to Senior Advisor to the
President, Michael Carter,
who talked about the
events the Diversity Office
has planned throughout
the academic year. These
include a Sinclair Talks in
the fall with Rais Bhuiyan,
a hate crime survivor and
international speaker. There
will also be a talk in the
spring with Steve Pemberton,
the Chief Diversity Officer
for Walgreens.
The Diversity film series
will show a number of
films throughout the year,
including “Moonlight,”

Dr. Steven Johnson @SinclairPrez | Twitter

“Hidden Figures” and
“Fences.”
Carter ended his portion
of the event by citing recent
events in Charlottesville as
inspiration for us to treat
each other better. He told

those in attendance to be the
change they wanted to see
in the world by talking to
people different than them
and going to at least one
Diversity Office event during
the year.
Next Johnson talked about
the construction of the new
Health Sciences Center in
Building 14. He thanked the
workers of the project for
getting it done by the year
deadline.
The conference then
focused on the renewal of
a Sinclair levy that looks
to bring in $27 million of
revenue to the college. It was
made clear that this levy
wouldn’t raise taxes and
the staff was encouraged to
participate in the campaign
process.
Johnson closed the
conference by having 2017
Sinclair graduate Will
McChesney talk about
his experience. He faced

many hurdles such
as a chaotic home life and
substance addiction and is
now going to The Ohio State
University to pursue a law
degree.
Fall Conference 2017 was
an event for Sinclair staff that
celebrated the advancements
made in 130 years, but
looked forward to the future

Dr. Steven Johnson @SinclairPrez | Twitter

innovations and challenges
that face it.

New Health and Science Center opening

Matt Hall | Sinclair Clarion

Will Drewing
Reporter

Continued From Front

the health sciences make a
median wage of $49,000.
Sinclair currently has nearly
15,000 students enrolled in
various stages of the health
sciences program.
Between 2012 and 2016,
over 5,273 Health Sciences
degrees and certificates have

been awarded to students.
Sinclair Board of Trustees
Chair Rob Connelly shared
his thoughts on the project.
“Sinclair is dedicated to
finding and meeting the
needs of this community and
a great coming need in this
community will be in the
healthcare sector,” Connelly
said.
“This project will allowSinclair to meet the emerging needs in healthcare and

position our graduates well in
vitally needed fields. Thanks
to the approach Sinclair has
taken in working with faculty
and industry partners in this
project, our students will
have the skills they need to
compete in a greatly changing healthcare marketplace.”
A Community Open
House for the Health and
Science Center is scheduled
to happen at 1p.m.–4 p.m. on
October 7.

Tours will be
available then as
well as program
information, meet
and greets with
program faculty,
wellness screenings, refreshments
and activities for
children.
Matt Hall | Sinclair Clarion
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Cerridwyn Kuykendall
Reporter

On September 8 theaters
will be showing the
new horror movie “It”,
a remake of the original
released in 1990. “It” is

August 22–August 28

based on Stephen King’s
novel, and follows the
journey of a group of
bullied kids bonded
together to stop the
monster clown that has
been hunting the kids in
their town. The remake

will star Bill
Skarsgard, Jaeden
Lieberher and
the Netflix TV
show “Stranger
Things” star Finn
Wolfhard.
Released on
October 6 the new
“Blade Runner
2049” takes place
30 years after
the first movie,
released in 1982.
In the new story
a young blade
runner uncovers a dark
secret, and must track
down Rick Deckard
(Harrison Ford) a Blade
runner who has been
missing for 30 years. The
movie will also star Ryan
Gosling as officer K, and

Ana de Armas.
Coming out just days
before Halloween, the
horror mystery “Jigsaw”
comes out October
27. Starring Laura
Vandervoort, Tobin
Bell and brittany Allen,
this next chapter in the
Jigsaw story follows an
investigation into bodies
turning up and pointing
toward the impossible
murderer the original
Jigsaw, John Kramer, dead
for over a decade.
On November 3 “Thor:
Ragnarok” will mark the
third installment of the
Thor story. The God of
thunder is forced into a
gladiator style competition
against an old friend
from the Avengers, the

Please visit a real art
supply store in Hamilton:
218 High Street 45011
Phone (513) 795-7035
rfasupplies@gmail.com
rfasupplies.com
(follow us on Facebook!)
NEW, lower prices!

Hulk (Mark Ruffalo),
and must stop Hela
(Cate Blanchett) from
destroying his homeworld
of Asgard. Starring Chris
Hemsworth as Thor, Tom
Hiddleston as Loki, and
the newest member of the
Marvel Universe Benedict
Cumberbatch as Dr.
Steven Strange.
On December 15 the
next Star Wars movie
“Star Wars: The Last
Jedi” will be following the
next few chapters in Rey
(Daisy Ridley), Peo (Oscar
Isaac) and Luke Skywalker
(Mark Hamill). As Rey
embarks on her adventure
to hone her Jedi powers,
with Skywalker as her
teacher.

Directly across from US Bank.
Street parking or in the McDulin
Parking Garage directly behind
our building at Market and Third
Streets
(first two hours are free)
Sinclair art students and art
faculty get
15% OFF Aug. 13-Oct. 1
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The Pod Life
Barton Kleen

Contributing Writer

Marketing to the
millennial generation,
Pod Hotels have made
their way to America. In
New York City, Brooklyn
and Washington D.C., the
Pod Hotel has locations
where visitors can stay and
experience the high life for
a low cost.
Monuments, museums
and business are all just a
short walk away.
Equipped with a private
bathroom, including a
luxury shower, The Pod
Hotel in Washington D.C. is
located right in Chinatown.
Look closely for the sign,
otherwise you might miss
the entrance on H Street.
The first floor is split
between a bar and the check
in desk. The doors lock
after eleven p.m., unlocked
by your key card for
entrance after hours.
Reservations are done
online, at which point you
can approach the desk and
check in. Booking off their
direct site will take about
twenty minutes to process
to their main system.
With a deposit for
damages, The Pod Hotel can
accommodate parties up
to two. Before occupancy
taxes, room rates are as low
as the $80 range.
The Pod Hotel offers
threetypes of pods, the
full pod, the queen pod
and bunk pod. The full
pod room had a queen
mattress, a small desk and a
television.
Storage for luggage was
located below the bed.
Traveling with the largest

sized suitcase dimensions
for most airlines, the bag
will still fit.
The pods do not come
with much other than that,
however. You won’t find
a cot or rollaway bed, a
refrigerator, microwave,
coffee machine, dresser,
ironing board or a
newspaper in your pod.
Equipped with plenty
of charging ports, media
hubs, free wifi and a fitness
center, The Pod Hotel does
give you the electronic
essentials for the outgoing
minimalist.
While not ideal for
business travel, the pods
offer essentials and an
experience that is right in
the location of your area.
Union Square is a mile from
The Pod Hotel.
Just a few blocks from
the Washington D.C.
convention center, The
Pod Hotel offers affordable
opportunities to attend
events, see the sights and to
save on your trip.
The metro is just down
the street, next to Walgreens
and several places to eat.
There’s even a vegan place.
Many dining areas line
the streets in Chinatown
and great shops are in no
short supply.
From Ronald Reagan
International Airport, the
shared uber is around 9
dollars and takes up to over
thirty minutes if there’s
traffic.
Rooms are equipped with
private safes, as well. An
even better point to staying
at The Pod Hotel? Checkout
is at noon.
That extra hour after a
long week feels like an eon

before you’re back to your
usual hustle. Great local
places like Farmers and
Distillers are only a small
walk away.
Right in Chinatown, you
have an endless supply of
great asian restaurants to
choose from. Daikaya has
great spicy miso for those
that like their ramen more
on the mild side.
The endless dessert
options and local bars offer
a great selection for get
togethers.
Fig and Olive’s
specials and the Birthday
Cake Martini from the
Washington Hotel’s lobby
bar are great, as is the
chocolate donut sundae at
Farmers and Distillers.
The tiramisu and
blueberry lavender gelato at
Dolcezza, down F street and
over to City Center, can’t be
missed.
Night life is in no short
supply in the capital, either.
Pod hotels are popular
for travelers looking for
a hostel-like price, but
with more privacy and
security. Popular in Japan
and Europe, backpackers
everywhere with a little
more change in their
pockets are lining up for a
Pod experience.
Unique locations, designs
and emphasis cater to a
crowd that doesn’t need
a full hotel room or plan
to stay there all day while
still giving a space to come
safely back to.
Would you be willing to
stay in a Pod hotel?

Dr._Colleen_Morgan | Wikimedia

Lori L. Stalteri | Wikimedia
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The

Name _____________
_________________
Major______________
Major_________________
Age_______________
Age___________________
Gender____________
Gender________________

Your Voice
Here is a question about something....
Xavier Razo
Visual Communications

What would you be more
interested in seeing m
more of in
the Clarion?

Don’t be afraid to ask questions! Respect your
professors, and understand that they are the experts. Network, network, network! Make as many
friends as you can!

□ National News
□ Economy
□ Social Issues
□ Campus Events
□ The Arts
□ Other _____________
______________________

What is your favorite section
in the Clarion?
□ Campus Life □ Tartan News
□ Tartan Opinion
□ A&E
□ Puzzles

Susie Doerman
Visual Communications

Which social media platform
p
would you use to keep
p up with
the Clarion?

My advice is to travel as much as you can! Exposure to cultures that are different that ours will
open your mind to new perspectives! Diversity
is good! Be yourself and respect people who are
different from you.

□ Instagram@TheClarion
□ Facebook Sinclair Clarion
Cla
□ YouTube SinclairClario
SinclairClarion
□ www.SinclairClarion.com
www.SinclairClarion.co
□ Twitter@SinclairClarion
Twitter@SinclairClario

What coupons would you like
to see in the Clarion?
□ Bookstore □ Local Bu
Businesses
□ Aramark □ Other
__________________
_________

Matt Hall
Visual communications
Never give up! Make sure you’re doing what you
love, and don’t be afraid to go out of your comfort
zone. If you get an opportunity to do something
new, do it!.

Drop off completed surveys at the Clarion office: building 6,
room 314

Ombuddy
Corner

Welcome back
to the Ombuddy
Corner!
The Ombuddy
wants you to know that Sinclair’s
social media sites are very
active!
If you want to meet some good
people, learn about events on
campus, and be inspired, check
out our Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, and
Instagram pages. They are
all accessible on Sinclair’s
website!
The ombudsman is your
student advocate!
To learn more, visit www.
sinclair.edu/ombudsman.
Contributed by Amy
Hartman.

Jeri Hensley
Visual Communications
Always buy all the supplies on your list, because
you will need them! Give a class a week before
you decide if it is for you or not.
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Filbert Cartoons
Created by:
La Bonte
For more comics and
animation visit

FilbertCartoons.com

Survival Guide
Barton Kleen

Contributing Writer

I’m really tired of reading
pointless and fluffy advice
columns, so here’s a lot of
honesty coming your way in
exchange for a few minutes of
your time.
While Sinclair has a
wide range of learners, my
experience here comes as a
student who studied here in
his early twenties.
These were my biggest
issues through college:
Learning how colleges
operate.
I had no one assisting me
when I finally got enrolled
at Sinclair. I went through
several advisors, I even took a
course I didn’t have to through
their advice.
You have to take charge and

invest yourself fully, leaving
it up to others allows for too
much room for error.
The ideal situation for most
Sinclair students would be to
find Sinclair alumni that have
transferred successfully and
obtained their degrees. They’ll
know the ins and outs of the
college system.
I don’t suggest attending
without emergency money in
the bank.
I was paying my FACTS
payment plan month to month
while living paycheck to
paycheck and eating rarely,
usually unable to purchase
books.
You have to have a plan for
when life turns and a means
for you to take that turn.
Otherwise, you’ll end up more
prone to this next point.
Identity drain from
bureaucracy
Every policy seems to be
made for some created average
of all our students which none
of us actually are.
The problem with
generalizing everyone is that
when you undergo courses
made for people that do not
exist, you adopt the traits of
the manufactured average.
We should be shooting for
greatness, but greatness is
harder to deal with and less
immediately lucrative--as well

as more labor intensive.
Your college experience is
yours. It is about you. Don’t
lose yourself just because it’s
more profitable to try and fit
you into the average mold.
Don’t buy into the “passing”
mentality.
Many students become
detached from their fields
of study and burn out.
Unfortunately, you will
encounter professors whose
goals are to have students
pass, not to have students
succeed.
We’re still looking at our
professors to lead in the
classroom. Being tenured is
no excuse to promote that
ideology.
Navigate around
presumptions about identity
and background
While we’re not Berkeley or
the other big names for edgy
social policy schools, we are
still a college.
An entire list of ideas
usually goes through
educators and classmates
minds when they hear your
age or race or political party.
This whole attempt to
weight peoples value on their
demographic percentages adds
another distracting layer to
trying to obtain an education
for yourself.
No matter how someone
treats you, stay focused and
know you’re doing it for you.
Inspire resilience

Although it is literally in
some of our textbooks that you
are not to say that anymore, it
needs to be said.
If you feel like the odds are
against you, what will help
you more: getting coddled or
getting serious? Are the odds
being stacked an excuse to
not let yourself get where you
want?
Be resilient. You likely do
not have time to stop and lick
your wounds too much, the
rest of the world is turning.
You do not give up when
the world tells you it will be
hard. That tells people in your
situation that it’s okay to give
up.
You work harder and you
stay focused. You are the best
chance you have in life. Own
everything you do. You are the
only one that can do the work.
Live for the life you want,
don’t just dress for the job you
want
Dressing isn’t enough. It’s a
byproduct of you fully living
the pathway to your goals in
life. Invest in yourself, you are
worth it.
You will feel fulfilled when
you are mentally matching up
with the ideas you are making
realize in the world around
you.
Don’t buy vague idealism as
an impressionable youth
The idea that the reward
for college is so far off and
mystical and that you “just

have to get through all this”
doesn’t help our community.
The reward for taking
classes in which the content
and instruction is edifying
should be advertised as
immediate.
While you’re getting closer
to your larger goals, you’re
changing and growing. That’s
the immediate reward, why
does it go so understated?
I could see myself grow at
the Clarion in a constructive
environment where learning
was encouraged and active.
The goal was to become who
you wanted to be, not vaguely,
maybe, to simply continue my
education.
Get competitive, the rest of
the world outside already is
This generated, educational
lul just breeds out
competitiveness.
That actually disadvantages
students. Many other
educational institutes,
especially internationally, do
not dabble in this naivety.
Our students deserve an
educational environment that
encourages competitiveness.
We deserve to be able to
compete with the Wright State
and University of Dayton
students.
And lastly, embody
Rupaul’s quote
“If you can’t love yourself,
how in the hell are you going
to love somebody else.”
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Fun Page
Thursday

Friday

Guest

N/A

N/A

• Panda Express

• Qdoba Mexican Grill

• FUSIAN SUSHI

Simmer

• Turkey Chili
• Hearty Chicken
Gumbo

• Turkey Chili
• Vegetable Soup With
Brown Rice

• Turkey Chili
• Chipotle Chicken
Tortilla Soup

• Turkey Chili
• Cheddar Bacon Potato
Chowder

• Turkey Chili
• Black Bean Soup

Sizzle

• BBQ Turkey &
Cheddar Panini

• Grilled Reuben

• Nashville Hot
Chicken Sandwich
-*NEW*

• Greek Chicken
Sandwich - NEW

• Grilled Tilapia

• Jalapeno Popper
Pizza -*NEW*

• Sausage And Peppers
Pizza

• BBQ Chicken Mini
Rolletto

• Chicken Parmesan
Pizza

• Sausage Pizza

Deli Pizzazone

Tuesday

Aramark Weekly Menu
Wednesday

Main
St.
Cafe

Monday

Sandwich: Avocado BLT - * NEW * 600 cal. Thai Chicken Wrap
• Grilled Reuben

Across
1 Without delay
11 Eleanor Roosevelt’s
real first name
15 Controlled
16 1967 self-titled folk
album
17 Uncomplicated
18 Abruzzi town in a
Longfellow poem
19 British prime
minister during two
millennia
20 Hot skillet sound

• Ham And Swiss On
Marble Rye

• Ham & Swiss
Flatbread

• Meatball Calzone

Crossword Puzzle

21 Suits
22 Leaves alone
24 Somme time
26 Somme co.
27 What may be see
before long
28 It, in Italy
31 Supper, say
33 “Way to go!”
35 Language that gave
us “galore”
36 1924 novel set
during the British
Raj

40 Bit of mischief
41 Perfectly
42 Attack from above
44 Con __: briskly, on
scores
45 Diner owner __ Lee
on “2 Broke Girls”
48 Metal precioso
49 Surfing need,
briefly
51 Even
53 Proper
55 Chocolate __
58 Commercial word

after “open,” perhaps
59 Beneficial berry
60 Occurred
62 Cloud __
63 Beneath
64 Challenge for srs.
65 It may be sponta
neous

Down
1 Amp setting
2 Call out
3 Imagine
4 Big Macks
5 Palate cleansers
6 Yeats’ yet
7 Flat-screen predece
sors
8 Harem rooms
9 Ancient mariners
10 Letters after Sen.
Schumer’s name
11 Bon Ami competitor
12 Greeting carrier
13 Jonquil and daffodil
14 Licorice-flavored
brew
21 Extra-wide spec
23 Willing subjects?
25 Team builders
29 Pudding starch
30 Crossing the keel
32 One of the Ivies
33 Silly question
starter?
34 Anne Frank’s father
36 They were in it but
didn’t win it
37 Crime author Cor
well
38 Brazen
39 Mohawk’s confed
eracy

N/A

Campus
Calendar

August 21–25, 2017
Welcome Week
All Campuses

August 21, 2017

Welcome Lunch For
Students
Building 10, Rolling Hills
Plaza
11 a.m. – 1 p.m.

August 23, 2017

Sinclair Theatre Preview
Building 7, Tartan
Marketplace, Room 7-006
11 a.m. – 1 p.m.

August 23, 2017

Sinclair Theatre Preview
Building 2, Blair Hall
Theatre
1 p.m. – 3 p.m.

August 24, 2017

Tartan Plaza and Lawn
Party
Building 10, Rolling Hills
Plaza
11 a.m. – 1 p.m.

43 One may be thrown
in anger
45 1962 John Wayne
film set in Africa
46 Blueblood, infor
mally
47 Wrestling hold
50 Pizza Hut’s Texas
August 22, 2017
headquarters
Be an Angel Day
52 Prepare for a trans
plant
August 23, 2017
54 Gets moving
Ride the Wind Day
56 Band letters
57 “Peaky Blinders”
August 24, 2017
network, with “the”
Vesuvius Day
60 Mil. VIP
61 It replaced “Court”
August 25, 2017
in a TV channel
Kiss and Make Up Day
name

Weird Weekly

Holidays

August 26, 2017
National Dog Day

August 27, 2017

Global Forgiveness
Day

August 27, 2017

Just Because Day

Last Edition’s Solution
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Horoscopes

Poetry Pick

The Clarion is accepting student
poetry submissions. Email
clarion@sinclair.edu to submit
your work.

Leo: July 23 – Aug. 22

Revise your professional plans. The
finances are in a state of flux. Slow to
avoid accidents or arguments. Work
could interfere with play.

Events and Stories

Virgo: Aug. 23 – Sept. 22

Do you know of an event or have
a story we should cover? Let us
know at clarion@sinclair.edu.

Let your imagination wander, without
Look before you leap. Figure out where
to land first. Save money by reserving
in advance and taking photos instead of
buying souvenirs. Consider traffic.

Sudoku Puzzle

The objective of the game
is to fill all the blank squares
in a game with the correct
numbers. There are three very
simple constraints to follow. In
a 9 by 9 square Sudoku game:
• Every row of 9 numbers must
include all digits 1 through 9
in any order.
• Every column of 9 numbers
must include all digits 1
through 9 in any order.
• Every 3 by 3 subsection
of the 9 by 9 square must
include all digits 1 through 9.
Every Sudoku game begins
with some squares already
filled in, and the difficulty of
each game is due to how
many squares are filled in. The
more squares that are known,
the easier it is to figure out
which numbers go in the open
squares. As you fill in squares

Libra: Sept. 23 – Oct. 23

correctly, options for the remaining squares are narrowed
and it becomes easier to fill
them in.
Sudoku Tips: Start by
looking for numbers that occur
frequently in the initial puzzle.
For example, say you have a lot
of 5’s in the initial puzzle. Look
for the 3x3 box where there is
no 5. Look for 5’s in other rows
and columns that can help you
eliminate where the 5 might go
in tht box. If there is a 5 in columns 1 and 2, then there can’t
be a 5 anywhere else in either
of those columns. You know
then that whatever leftmost 3x3
box that is missing a 5 must
have it go in column 3. If you
can eliminate all the possibilities
in that box except for 1 square,
you’ve got it down!

Resist the temptation to throw your
money around. It wouldn’t achieve the
desired effect anyway. Proceed with
caution or risk breakage. Go for clarity.

Scorpio: Oct. 24 – Nov. 21

Stay objective in a tense situation and
stick to your budget. It’s not a good time
for important conversations or contracts.
Enjoy peaceful pursuits together.

Sagittarius: Nov. 22 – Dec. 21

Take things slow and easy to avoid stress
or accidents. Put in more time on planning before launching. Work it out to
nail the landing.

Capricorn: Dec. 22 – Jan.19

Postpone advancement with a romance or
passion. Don’t spend to impress. Listen and
wait for better timing to avoid an accident,
upset or expense.

Aquarius: Jan. 20 – Feb. 18

Hold your temper with a personal
Plug a financial leak at home. Make
repairs, especially with plumbing.
Avoid spending on stuff you don’t
need. Home cooking satisfies. Enjoy
domestic comforts.

Pisces: Feb. 19 – March 20

A puzzle confronts you. Handle existing responsibilities before taking on
new challenges. Resist spontaneous
urges, and consider the consequences
first. Avoid stress or controversy.

Aries: March 21 – April 19

Navigate rocky financial waters with a
clear head and cool temper. Don’t take
action yet. Think through different
possible routes. Choose what’s best for
family.

Taurus: April 20 – May 20

Choose a practical direction with
personal matters. Mistakes could get
expensive; don’t get rushed into buying
anything. Wait to see what develops.

Gemini: May 21 – June 21

Let sleeping dogs lie. Avoid jealousies or controversy, and take it easy. Wait for temporary
confusion to dissipate. Take care of business
behind the scenes.

Cancer: June 22 – July 22

Consider your moves before making them.
Don’t let friends talk you into buying or
selling. Impulsive actions can backfire, and
mistakes add up fast.

Linda C. Black Horoscopes: by Nancy Black. Distributed by MCT Information Services
'the Clarion' location Building 6, Room 314
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Creative

‘The Clarion’ is published as a designated public forum
for the students of Sinclair Community College by a
student staff every Tuesday during the regular academic
year, and once in June during the summer.
‘The Clarion’ retains the right to all original artwork,
logos and business letter marks used within this
publication, and is protected by the laws governing
U.S.A.’s copyright materials.
‘The Clarion’ does not endorse any advertisement
published in our print edition or website.
'The Clarion' retains the right to refuse any
advertisement for any reason.

graphic designers

executive editor

advertising representatives

Clarion Staff

Henry Wolski

creative director
Matt Hall

business manager
Ebony Stroud

Multimedia

photographers

Natalie Schulte
Andrew Sipos

Online

social media coordinator
Violet Johnston

Susie Doerman
Jeri Hensley
Xavier Razo

Editorial

reporters

Cerridwyn Kuykendall
Will Drewing
Paul Helmers
Erika Brandenburg

Business

Brandon Johnson

phone: executive editor
937.512.2958

phone: advertising
937.512.2744

clarion staff email
clarion@sinclair.edu

'the clarion' adviser
Avainte Saunders

The Clarion' is a member
of the Associated
Collegiate Press, the
Columbia Scholastic
Press Association and
the Ohio Newspaper
Association.
The Official Student
Newspaper of
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Players sidelined for stealing
Paul Helmers
Reporter
As we draw nearer to the
fall season, football is on the
horizon. And what would an
NFL season be without tons
of controversy?
Michael Bennett of the
Seattle Seahawks and Marshawn Lynch of the Oakland
Raiders have both sat out of
the national anthem, though
only Bennett claimed this

was for protest, while Lynch
was only sitting because he
has always sat during pregame anthems.
Bennett’s protest had nothing to do with the military,
and was only about social
injustices in the world.
“First of all I want to make
sure people understand I love
the military – my father was
in the military,” said Bennett
during a press conference after the game, “I love hot dogs
like any
other
American.
I love
football
like any
other
American. But
I don’t
love segregation,
I don’t
love
riots, I

Hungry McGrouchypants | Wikimedia

don’t love oppression. I don’t
love gender slander.”
This marks the beginning
of a long season for Bennett, as he plans to sit out
the entire season, or until he
sees equality. This comes a
year after Colin Kaepernick
started protesting the national
anthem, but it is not likely
that Bennett suffers the same
fate as Kaepernick.
Kaepernick became a free
agent after last season and
has yet to be signed by any
team, despite claims by many
that he is a starting caliber
quarterback and is better than
some starters that are currently playing.
In other NFL news, former
Ohio State Buckeye and current Dallas Cowboys running
back Ezekiel Elliott has been
suspended six games for domestic violence.
Although he has not
and will not be criminally
charged, the NFL felt after
their investigation there was

Jeri Hensley | Designer

enough evidence to suspend
him. Elliott has filed an official appeal of the suspension.
Elliott was suspended after
an investigation of his actions during a six-day stretch
in July of last year. Elliott’s
ex-girlfriend Tiffany Thompson accused him of assaulting
her five times in his apartment in Columbus, Ohio.
Elliott was not charged because a prosecutor concluded
that Thompson’s statements
conflicted with statements
from Elliott and other witnesses.
If the suspension is not
reduced or eliminated, Elliott
could sue the NFL in court
for abuse of authority. This
could prove difficult to win,
as two years ago a federal
judge blocked Tom Brady’s
suspension, only to have it
overturned after an appeal
from the NFL.
Suspensions are not just
limited to the NFL, as the
University of Florida has
suspended seven players,
including wide receiver Antonio Callaway, for the season
opener against the University

of Michigan on Sept. 2
The suspension comes
after Callaway and others
used their student IDs at the
school bookstore and then
selling items for cash to other
students. They were caught
when the cards did not have
enough funds to purchase the
items.
Along with Callaway,
offensive lineman Kadeem
Telfort, linebackers James
Houston and Ventrell Miller,
and defensive linemen Jordan
Smith, Richard Desir-Jones
and Keivonnis Davis.
Head coach Jim McElwain
gave the following statement
as a result:
“We have a small group
of players that have made
some choices that are extremely disappointing. Action
has been taken – they have
missed some practice and
will miss the Michigan game.
We will use this as a learning
opportunity and we will have
some players step up as we
move forward.”
The players will be forced
to either return the items to
the bookstore or repay them.

Welcome
Back Students!
NEW

USED

EBOOKS
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www.sinclair.edu/bookstore

$10 off
a minimum purchase of $50

Sinclair Bookstore
One per student. Not valid with any other discount.
Excludes course supplies, textbooks, uniforms, software
and electronics.
Must be used in-store not online
Jeri Hensley | Designer

Jeri Hensley | Designer

Expires 12/14/2017

